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Message:
from: Paula Levine         Mill Creek Lane, Trinidad
Hello Council Members and the public at large. This is the first letter I
have ever written to the City. I am a thirty year resident homeowner and city
water customer  Water has inspired me to crawl out of the woodworks.Let's
all calm down and try to bring "peace on earth" to our little corner of the
universe. There are water issues that have not been clearly addressed in
the past few months. We need accurate information based on hard data and
facts, not fear and emotion. There are no "alternate facts", but there has
been a wealth of alternate interpretations of opinions that may or may not be
completely factual. This has divided our community. Issues to be
clarified:1. How shall we plan for water security? Madrone has advocated
for a "local sustainable path" for a number of years including tapping into
creeks other than Luffenholtz (such as Mill Creek), rainwater catchments, and
springs catchments. The GHD engineering report on file in city documents,
Conceptual Hydrological Assessment of the Luffenholtz Creek Watershed,
September 6, 2019, states "utilization of creeks for additional water source
would be subject to the same vulnerabilities of drought and influences of
other water users within the drainage" which contradicts the statement made
in the same report,"The use of springs throughout the Trinidad area or
utilizing other creeks has the potential to meet the city's water needs with
the continued use of Luffenholtz creek." It continues, "Some of the
advantages [of purchasing water from HBMWD] are the availability of potable
water and the reliability of the water supply and resilience to drought and
climate change... "
GHD,Sept.6 2019 "Alternative Raw Water Source Evaluation", Rainwater
Catchments" page 3, par.1 "While rainwater catchment is
encouraged throughout the City as a conservation measure it will have very
limited benefit to the water supply needs.""Springs Catchment in the Trinidad
Area"...proposed on multiple occasions by Steve Madrone..." Limitations to a
distributed spring collection system are: the effort needed to obtain legal
water rights to the spring, the costs to install new treatment and conveyance
infrastructure, increased monitoring and maintenance requirements.
Additionally... it would be subject to the same vulnerabilities of
drought...Page 7. last paragraph: "purchasing water from HBMWD is a feasible
option that would meet the city's current and future water needs.
Drawbacks... cost...    Advantages... availability of potable water and
the reliability of the water supply and resilience to drought and
climate change..."
The Council needs clarity to make the best decisions.  Madrone's advised
improvements contradict most of the advice in GHD reports. Does the council
need a third professional opinion? The costs of Madrone's plans have never
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been evaluated. The costs of the pipeline is unclear since the Rancheria may
theoretically pay a substantial percentage.

2. Real concerns about rampant overdevelopment if we ever buy water from
HBMWD. The following questions need to be answered: Are there constraints to
development independent of water source supply? Thanks to Kathleen Lake, an
opponent to studying the HBMWD pipeline to Trinidad, for providing a very
relevant link to the 1978 General Plan in "public comments, 02-09-2021" which
is very difficult (or impossible) to find in Trinidad's City online files.
How can City Planning influence County Planning in controlling growth? We
need real up to date answers from both Planning Departments. Who controls the
water that comes out of Trinidad's water facility if it comes from a private
business (HCMWD)? The County? The City? Who controls the water between
Mckinleyville and Trinidad if Trinidad pays for x% of the road work and
engineering involved in transporting that water? Is the answer to this
question negotiable? Is there a legal contract possible amongst all parties
that will put to rest public concerns of rampant over-development? There are
other possible impediments to uncontrolled growth, such as suboptimal
conditions for septic approval and the difficulty of constructing a sewage
system. Chapter 2 in the 1978 General Plan is all about constraints on
development. I haven't found the update to the General Plan yet.
3. Do we need a "feasibility study" to buy water from HBMWD ? What
information will it provide? How much will it cost? Why the pressure of a
deadline?  According to John Friedenbach, the deadline has been extended to
June, probably longer. 
What??!! Another reconsideration?!? Am I kidding?Wait! If you've read this
far, please finish reading. I'm almost done.
The 1978 General Plan, page 4, "Public Input... Throughout the development of
the Trinidad General Plan steps were taken to ensure that property
owners,  residents, and visitors [okay, let's leave out the visitors... too
controversial] would be involved in the Planning
Process....Questionnaires were sent to all property owners... The General
Plan was the subject of several public hearings..."What a friendly democratic
little town we had in 1978. I think we should model their behavior. I did not
know anything about this water issue until about two weeks ago. I strongly
suspect that many people in the community (I'm including the sphere of
influence of Trinidad and folks nearby on the other side of the somewhat
arbitrary City Limit line) habitually do not engage with City politics and
are as clueless as I was. The desire for clean dependable water is universal.
I would guess that the vast majority of us live here because we love nature,
peace and quiet. The city council was deluged with letters, mostly against
the possibility of getting water from HBMWD. There are real questions that
need to be investigated before an informed public can properly weigh in on
this issue. It's been brought up periodically in years past and brushed
aside. Now it is different. March 26 '21 in a notice to the City of Trinidad
from the State Water Resources Control Board "ONGOING DRY CONDITIONS IN MOST
CALIFORNIA WATERSHEDS- PREPARE FOR DROUGHT IMPACTS STATEWIDE  [caps and
bold theirs]... Start planning now for potential water supply shortages later
this year and identify practical actions you can take to increase drought
resilience..." and so on...Sending out an informed letter to all water
customers with the water bill concerning the HBMWD pipeline is one idea to
involve the community in water planning. All questions need to be thoroughly
investigated so the information is 100% accurate. If that level of accuracy
is unobtainable, the letter can be sent out in the format used by elections
for the passage of propositions [pro and con, response to pro and con]. No
one has mentioned the locals who are dependent on creeks and/or wells for
water that has become more scarce the last few years, who have requested City



water, such as the family across the Street from me, and been denied because
of a moratorium on new hookups due to undependable supply. Let's consider the
need for our neighbors to have water. We must upgrade our system and choose
the best path forward. And Act. Sooner than later.Not to mention the real
possibility of forest fire. The Rancheria project is a separate and related
issue.Thank you so much for taking the time to read this. I know the Council
members are volunteers and it's often a thankless time consuming job. I
volunteer to be a member of the Water Advisory Board and help you and the
Community figure out this convoluted gnarly subject.

The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://trinidad.ca.gov/node/19/submission/1228
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From: Anita
To: Trinidad City Clerk; Eli Naffah; Steve Ladwig; Dave Grover; Richard Clompus; Tom Davies; Jack West
Cc: nwthomp@gmail.com; Anita
Subject: Important: April 13, 2021 City Council Meeting, Public Comments for Agenda Items #5 and #6
Date: Tuesday, April 13, 2021 1:27:14 PM

TO: Trinidad City Council
FR: Anita Thompson
RE: April 13, 2021 City Council Meeting, Public Comments for Agenda Items #5 and #6
DATE: April 13, 2021

Dear City Council,

Below please find written public comments for Agenda Items #5 and #6 for tonight's City
Council Meeting.

Item 5: Discussion/Decision regarding Resolution 2021-04; Installation of No Overnight
Parking or Camping Signs on Edwards and Hector Streets. 

I support the signage to prohibit overnight parking and camping. This item has been discussed
at length in previous Trinidad City Council meetings and continues to be an ongoing issue. 
During the very early hours of the morning, I frequently observe people camping in their cars
and RVs on Edwards. In previous meetings, it was discussed how people who spend the night
in their cars are defecating and urinating on the ground. It is illegal to camp overnight,
however without police enforcement and signage, people continue to sleep overnight in their
cars.

Item 6: Discussion/Decision regarding revised, draft Resolution 2021-02; establishing the
Water Advisory Committee. 

I request that in addition to Dave Grover, Richard Clompus be added to serve on the Water
Advisory Committee as the second City Council member of this committee.  Because of Dave
Grover’s background, I’m glad that he will be a member of the Water Advisory Committee. 
Richard Clompus has done an outstanding job of researching and communicating Trinidad’s
water issues, he understands the negative impact of our ongoing drought status and the climate
crisis.  Richard Clompus is data-driven and he realizes how urgent it is to find an alternative
water source for Luffenholtz Creek.

At last month’s meeting when the formation of the Water Advisory Committee was discussed,
I agreed with the City Manager’s comments “to keep the meeting productive, stay on track and
have questions answered quickly.”  Again this year, like last year, we are facing another
drought.  Ongoing droughts are likely to be Humboldt County’s new norm due to climate
change. Finding an alternative water source for Luffenholtz Creek is the MAIN priority for the
Water Advisory Committee.  It was irresponsible for the City Council to vote against the
feasibility study with no realistic plan for an alternative water source and also a complete
disregard for the scientific data which was presented to the Council.    
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From: Jacques Beaupre
To: Gabe Adams; azetter@trinidad.ca.gov; Trinidad City Manager
Subject: No camping comment for 4-13-2021 City Council meeting.
Date: Tuesday, April 13, 2021 9:42:15 AM

Dear City of Trinidad,  and City Council,

This is a comment about the NO CAMPING signs that have been proposed for
Edwards St., Hector St. 

The location for the signs are wrong. 
The NO CAMPING signs should be on Main St., View Ave., Ocean Ave., East St.
and West St. Also surrounding the field behind Murphy's Market and on Parker
Creek Drive. Of course the harbor should have NO CAMPING signs posted too.
This way the campers and overnighters will be in good company parked along
Trinity St. and Hector, not scattered all over Trinidad and in our more important
neighborhoods and business areas.

Another option would be to use common sense and post NO CAMPING signs on all
streets in Trinidad. 
Posting NO CAMPING signs just on Edwards St. and Hector seems very strange.

Thanks for your time,

Jacques Beaupre,  
Trinidad.
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Ted Pease 
PO Box 446 
446 Mill Creek Lane 
Trinidad, California 95570 

677-5222 
 
 
April 9, 2021 
 
TO: Trinidad City Council 
CC: Mill Creek Land residents & property owners 
FR: Ted Pease & Brenda Cooper 
RE: Fire Hydrant Pressure Concerns 
 
 
We are writing on behalf of our neighbors on Mill Creek Lane, which is 
served by the Trinidad city water system. 
 
A recent (4/8) test of the fire hydrant at the end of Mill Creek Lane (next 
door to our house) found that its pressure is below recommended levels 
(<30 psi); an Oct. 29, 2019 “Trinidad Water Model” engineering report 
states that levels below 30 psi “are considered too low” for safety. In 2019, 
the pressure tested above 30 psi but well apparently well below the desired 
40 psi. 
 
Obviously, this is of concern to residents and property owners, especially 
as a new drought season begins.  
 
We also understand that a pipeline to Mill Creek exists at near the 
intersection of Mill Creek Lane and Quarry Road. If the city water 
department knows anything about this pipeline, it might be of use in 
emergencies and perhaps should be developed. 
 
The residential water customers of the Trinidad City water system would 
ask that the city engineer and water department investigate the apparent 
decline in water pressure on this end of the line and make improvements 
as needed to ensure public safety. 
 
Thank you. 



 
 
 



From: Maria C Bartlett
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: comments for Wed mtg re parking
Date: Tuesday, April 13, 2021 12:34:11 PM

Hi Gabe,

Can you please distribute my comments to the City Council prior to the meeting Wednesday? 
Thanks, Maria Bartlett

Overnight parking/camping should not occur within the City limits.  Vehicles belonging to
residents would be excluded.  A City sticker could designate proper vehicular identification.  
Please consider!  
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